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ACROSS
1. Word with cake or lamp
5. Lake into which the Cuyahoga empties
9. Place for lots of roots
14. One of Lord Grantham's pooches on "Downton Abbey"
15. ___ a soul
16. "Silence" or "The Conversation," e.g.
17. Bulb circler, often
18. Shoe or phone follower
19. View that may cost extra
20. Novel in which fleeing lovers reach Switzerland by rowboat
23. Manila victor of 1975
24. "___ No Mountain High Enough"
25. Novel given a 1953 Pulitzer, with "The"
33. TV scientist Bill
34. Gravitate
35. Cougar or Sable, informally
36. Most subtly derisive
38. "Mexico City Blues" poet
41. "___ ridente in cielo" ("The Barber of Seville" aria)
42. A smattering of
43. Bygone boom producer, briefly
44. Novel whose title is taken from Ecclesiastes
49. Sommelier's asset
50. Vineyard vessel
51. Author of nine novels, including 20, 25 and 44
59. Feudal subject
60. Org. rejoined by two lapsed member nations in 2016
61. Crosstown rival of the University of Houston
62. "Money talks," say
63. Make over
64. Furniture chain that sells cloudberry jam
65. Divulge
66. Moniker for 7 Down
67. Basketball assist, in slang

DOWN
1. Capital founded by Pizarro
2. Beginning
3. Summary of professional experience, for short
4. Hindu retreat
5. Interplaits
6. Atypical
7. Oscar Wilde's birthplace
8. It may be closed for the night
9. Suave
10. Caesar's comedy partner, once
11. State assuredly
12. Toddler on Showtime's "Shameless"
13. Stock holders?
14. Charge for demolition?
15. Ready to act, say
16. Jane who hosts "Hollywood Game Night"
17. Clear, as a winter windshield
18. Picnic invader
19. Angsty, perhaps
20. "The Butter Battle Book" writer
21. Eliminate
22. Things accessed with PINs
23. "Mexico City Blues" poet
24. "___ No Mountain High Enough"
25. Novel given a 1953 Pulitzer, with "The"
26. Jane who hosts "Hollywood Game Night"
27. Clear, as a winter windshield
28. Picnic invader
29. Angsty, perhaps
30. "The Butter Battle Book" writer
31. Eliminate
32. Things accessed with PINs
33. TV scientist Bill
34. Gravitate
35. Cougar or Sable, informally
36. Most subtly derisive
38. "Mexico City Blues" poet
41. "___ ridente in cielo" ("The Barber of Seville" aria)
42. A smattering of
43. Bygone boom producer, briefly
44. Novel whose title is taken from Ecclesiastes
49. Sommelier's asset
50. Vineyard vessel
51. Author of nine novels, including 20, 25 and 44
59. Feudal subject
60. Org. rejoined by two lapsed member nations in 2016
61. Crosstown rival of the University of Houston
62. "Money talks," say
63. Make over
64. Furniture chain that sells cloudberry jam
65. Divulge
66. Moniker for 7 Down
67. Basketball assist, in slang
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